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NIVEL AVANZADO MODELO 9

TAREA 1: MONÓLOGO

Talk about the advantages and disadvantages of online shopping. Do you think it’s a safe way to shop? Have you ever had a problem when trying to shop online? What happened?
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TAREA 2: DIÁLOGO

The old family car has just broken down again and you need to get another one, but you are a bit short of money. Having taken everything into account (maintenance, cost, payment, consumption...), your option would be a brand-new one, but you would like to discuss it with your family.

Talk to them and reach an agreement on the kind of car you should buy. You start the conversation.
TAREA 1: MONÓLOGO

Talk about a time when you had to adapt to a new situation in your life. Explain what the situation was like and whether it was difficult for you to adapt to it.

TAREA 2: DIÁLOGO

The old family car has just broken down again and you need to get another one, but you are a bit short of money. Having taken everything into account (maintenance, cost, payment, consumption...), your option would be a second-hand one, but you would like to discuss it with your family.

Talk to them and reach an agreement on the kind of car you should buy. A starts the conversation. You are second.
TAREA 1: MONÓLOGO

Talk about the necessity and importance of speaking different languages in a more and more globalised world. Do you think people who speak more than one language have better career prospects? Why (not)?

TAREA 2: DIÁLOGO

The old family car has just broken down again and you need to get another one, but you are a bit short of money. Having taken everything into account (maintenance, cost, payment, consumption...), your option would be a demonstrator car, but you would like to discuss it with your family.

Talk to them and reach an agreement on the kind of car you should buy. A starts the conversation. B continues. You are third.